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Our
heart is
education
Welcome to the 2020 Oxford IB catalogue.
We know why you came into teaching;
you wanted to improve the lives of young
people. As part of one of the world’s greatest
universities, we share that mission with you.
It is why we help to invest back into education
and research, championing a love of learning
across the world.
We have been publishing in cooperation
with the IB for over ten years, creating
resources that fully reflect the IB approach
to teaching and learning, to ensure that
your students are supported and engaged
throughout their academic journeys, and
ready for whatever comes next.
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New support for DP assessment
Developed in cooperation with the IB, each new IB Prepared
resource provides the most up-to-date and authoritative
guidance, sample material and practice for DP assessment.

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib-prepared

IB
Diploma
Programme

DP

English A: Language
and Literature
Discover clear, accessible support

Studies
Computer
in Language
Science
and &
Literature
ICT

Developed in cooperation with the IB, this concept-based Course Book
fully reflects the latest English A guide.

all aspects of the syllabus, including areas of exploration,
• Address
conceptual understanding and global concerns
reflection, inquiry and critical thinking through integrated support
• Encourage
for TOK and ATL, plus guidance on the new learner portfolio
prepare students for IB assessment via overviews of all
• Thoroughly
components, exam-style practice questions and support for the new IA
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style
• Provide
practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: English A Language and Literature

IB English A: Language and Literature Course Book (2nd edition)

“

This text is going to help me be much more intentional about concepts
and provide an anchor for discussion and reflection.

Krista Stubbs, IB English Teacher, USA

”

English A: Language and Literature (2nd edition)

2

Course Book

978 019 843452 8�������£39.99

IB Prepared Available Late 2020

978 138 200716 0�������£28.99

Online Course Book

978 019 843455 9�������£39.99

IB Prepared (Online) Available Late 2020

978 138 200719 1�������£28.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 843458 0�������£52.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/language-a

English A: Literature
Deliver a rich, concept-based approach
Developed in cooperation with the IB, this rigorous Course Book provides
a clear route through the latest English A guide.

DP

all aspects of the syllabus via in-depth coverage of the course
• Address
structure and content, with plenty of engaging extracts and activities
learners’ appreciation for the nuances of different text types,
• Develop
and the possibilities for connections across the syllabus
assessment preparation with tips, exam-style practice questions,
• Support
and support for the new IA
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style
• Provide
practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: English A Literature

Studies in Language
and Literature

IB English A: Literature Course Book (2nd edition)

Español A: Literatura
Engage and inspire learners
Developed in cooperation with the IB, this resource consolidates and progresses
the knowledge and skills that are central to success.

learners explore complex ideas via step-by-step guidance, literary extracts
• Help
and varied activities, plus regular links to TOK

English A: Literature (2nd edition)

Español A: Literatura

Course Book

978 019 843461 0����������������£39.99

Libro del Alumno

978 019 835912 8���������������������������£36.99

Online Course Book

978 019 843464 1����������������£39.99

Libro del Alumno Digital

978 019 835914 2���������������������������£36.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 843467 2���������������£52.99

Conjunto Impreso y Digital

978 019 835915 9��������������������������£48.99

IB Prepared Available Late 2020

978 138 200710 8����������������£28.99

IB Prepared (Online) Available Late 2020

978 138 200713 9����������������£28.99

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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English, French and Spanish B
Provide an interactive learning experience
Each Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack has been developed in
cooperation with the IB to provide the most comprehensive support for the
latest syllabus.

DP

crucial aspects of the 2018 syllabus with in-depth coverage
• Address
of all themes and concepts, plus links to TOK, CAS and ATL
sophisticated reading, writing, speaking and listening skills via
• Build
contemporary, international texts and audio-visual exercises
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style
• Provide
practice opportunities via new IB Prepared resources

Print
978 019 842477 2
£28.99
Online
978 019 843440 5
£28.99

Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack
978 019 842237 2
£48.99

Print
978 019 842471 0
£28.99
Online
978 019 843437 5
£28.99

English B
Spanish B

IB Prepared

Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack
978 019 842232 7
£48.99

French B

Language
Acquisition

Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Packs

Available Early 2020

Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack
978 019 842242 6
£48.99

Print
978 019 842474 1
£28.99
Online
978 019 843434 4
£28.99

“

We have a genuinely multimedia course book here – entirely appropriate
to the new Subject Guide’s introduction of Listening Comprehension.

David Ripley, English B Consultant, Spain

4

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/language-b

”

Strengthen all learners’ communication skills

DP
Language
Acquisition

IB Spanish B Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack

Explore overarching themes and concepts

IB French B Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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Economics
Develop a deeper understanding
of Economics
Developed in cooperation with the IB, our bestselling Couse Book has been
revised and updated to provide the most comprehensive support for the
new DP Economics syllabus, for first teaching in 2020.

Individuals and
Societies

DP

accessible and engaging lessons with an emphasis on real-world
• Build
international examples and case studies
economic understanding via inquiry-based tasks, links to TOK
• Deepen
and ATL skills activities
on the skills required to succeed in IB assessment, including model
• Focus
exam questions and worked solutions
learners for the step up from pre-16 courses to DP via new
• Prepare
Economics Course Preparation

IB Economics Print and Online Course Book (2020 edition)

Economics

6

Course Book Available Early 2020

978 138 200496 1������������������������������������������������������������������������ £39.99

Online Course Book Available Early 2020

978 138 200502 9������������������������������������������������������������������������ £39.99

Print and Online Pack Available Early 2020

978 138 200499 2������������������������������������������������������������������������ £52.99

IB Course Preparation Available Early 2020

978 138 200490 9������������������������������������������������������������������������ £24.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib-individuals-and-societies

inquiry and critical thinking through in-depth, concept-based
• Facilitate
coverage of the most up-to-date theories and research
knowledge via the Study Guide’s concise summaries of course
• Cement
content and key definitions
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and
• Provide
exam-style practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: Psychology
learners for the step up from pre-16 courses to DP via new
• Prepare
Psychology Course Preparation

Psychology
Course Book

978 019 839811 0������������������������������������������£37.99

Online Course Book

978 019 839813 4������������������������������������������£37.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 839816 5������������������������������������������£50.99

Study Guide

978 019 839817 2������������������������������������������£27.99

IB Prepared Available Late 2020

978 019 843416 0������������������������������������������£28.99

IB Prepared (Online) Available Late 2020

978 019 843419 1������������������������������������������£28.99

IB Course Preparation Available Early 2020

978 138 200494 7������������������������������������������£24.99

Individuals and
Societies

Salomon
y of knowledge

Developed in cooperation with the IB, this comprehensively-updated,
full-color Course Book fully reflects the latest syllabus.

DP

nts

berts
ationaless

Build a rich and holistic understanding

Business Management

OXFORD IB DIPlOmA PROgRAmme
OXFORD IB DIPlOmA PROgRAmme

Lominé
Muchena
A. Pierce

Psychology

Strengthen real-world understanding
Packed full of contemporary, real-world examples, these concept-based
resources thoroughly prepare learners for IB assessment.

Bu sIne ss m An Age m e nT

2014 EDITION

business
management
CO URS E CO MPA NI O N

CO U RSE
CO MPA N IO N

Loykie Lominé
Martin Muchena
Robert A. Pierce

10/04/2017 15:09

all key concepts and contexts using our Course Book developed
• Cover
in cooperation with the IB
understanding using the summaries, case studies and activities
• Reinforce
presented in the Study Guide
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style
• Provide
practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: Business Management

Business Management
Course Book

978 019 839281 1������������������������������������������£41.99

Online Course Book

978 019 835497 0������������������������������������������£41.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 835498 7������������������������������������������£55.99

Study Guide

978 019 839282 8������������������������������������������£27.99

IB Prepared

978 019 843760 4������������������������������������������£28.99

IB Prepared (Online)

978 019 843763 5������������������������������������������£28.99

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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History
Drive critical, independent learning
These in-depth resources have been developed in cooperation with the
IB to help learners thoroughly engage with historical content.

Paper 1
IB Prepared

Paper 3

Paper 2

Individuals and
Societies

DP

a big picture, thematic understanding of history via integrated key
• Build
questions, key concepts and links to modern, global themes
and strengthen key analytical skills, with ATL and TOK features,
• Refine
inquiry-based tasks and ‘source skills’ activities
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and
• Provide
exam-style practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: History

8

Course Book
978 019 831018 1
£31.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835487 1
£31.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835493 2
£41.99

Course Book
978 019 831019 8
£31.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835488 8
£31.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835495 6
£41.99

Course Book
978 019 831017 4
£31.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835486 4
£31.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835494 9
£41.99

Course Book
978 019 831020 4
£31.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835482 6
£31.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835490 1
£41.99

Course Book
978 019 831021 1
£31.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835483 3
£31.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835491 8
£41.99

Course Book
978 019 831022 8
£31.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835484 0
£31.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835492 5
£41.99

Course Book
978 019 831023 5
£39.99
Online Course Book
978 019 835485 7
£39.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835489 5
£52.99

Print
978 019 843428 3
£28.99
Online
978 019 843431 3
£28.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib-individuals-and-societies

Global Politics

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

What's on the cover?
Paper lanterns floating on
the River Motoyasu

Supporting the latest syllabus, this concept-based Course Book cements
critical understanding of big picture issues, problems and solutions.

GLOBAL POLITICS
CO URS E CO MPA NI O N

Max Kirsch

outward-looking, reflective learners by relating political theory
• Nurture
to current, international case studies, a conceptual framework and TOK
thinking and communication skills with suggestions for engaging
• Hone
ATL activities and class discussions
learners for assessment, using exam-style questions and
• Prepare
strategic tips

DP

20/02/2017 11:32

Global Politics
Course Book

978 019 830883 6��������������������������£37.99

Online Course Book

978 019 835499 4��������������������������£37.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 835496 3��������������������������£50.99

Individuals and
Societies

Philosophy

OXFORD IB DIplOma pROgRamme
OXFORD IB DIplOma pROgRamme

rts
tionals

lomon
of knowledge

Build transdisciplinary connections

CO U RSE
CO MPA NI O N

s

GLOB A L POLITICS

Nezet
ams
te
e

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

uthor
ax Kirsch

Clarify and contextualize philosophical ideas
Developed in cooperation with the IB, this accessible Course Book uses a
skills‑focused approach to build students’ confidence.

pHIlO S OpHY : Be INg HU maN

PHILOSOPHY :
BeIng HUman
CO URS E CO MPA N I O N

CO U RS E
CO MPA N IO N

Nancy Le Nezet
Guy Williams
Chris White
Daniel Lee

19/04/2017 14:01

cover the core theme of ‘being human’, which all students must
• Thoroughly
complete as part of the prescribed course
philosophical ideas in their context and in relation to contemporary
• Explore
situations, with clear referencing and definitions, visual aids and TOK links
key skills via integrated activities, suggestions for further research and
• Build
reflection, and assessment guidance

Philosophy: Being Human
Course Book

978 019 839283 5��������������������������£38.99

Online Course Book

978 019 836406 1��������������������������£38.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 836405 4��������������������������£51.99

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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Geography

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

Promote an international perspective

Authors
Garrett Nagle
Briony Cooke

Fully addressing the latest syllabus at SL and HL, these concept-based
resources provide thorough coverage of all core and optional themes.

Support material available at
www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/
9780198396031

Fully addressing the latest syllabus at SL and HL, this 2017 edition, developed with the
IB, includes all the core and optional themes. The focused approach simplifies complex
ideas and provides clear explanations of concepts and conceptual connections.
A range of visual materials builds and reinforces data analysis skills, and clear
language and definitions of key terms supports EAL learners. Current, international
case studies connect learning to global issues, fostering globally-aware learners.
Practice questions develop assessment confidence.
Oxford course books are the only DP resources developed with the IB.
This means that they are:
➜ The most comprehensive and accurate match to IB specifications
➜ Written by expert and experienced IB examiners and teachers
➜ Packed with accurate assessment support, directly from the IB
➜ Truly aligned with the IB philosophy, challenging learners with fresh and topical TOK

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

GEOGRAPHY 2ND E D I T I O N
FOR FIRST ASSESSMENT
IN 2019

What's on the cover?
Tankers on the Paraná River
in Santa Fe Province,
Argentina

GE O GR A PH Y

•
understanding through the clear and concise summaries
• Consolidate
of course content presented in the Study Guide
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style
• Provide
practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: Geography
Build critical and independent thought,
strengthening assessment potential

Clarify complex ideas and processes via the Course Book’s explanations,
case studies, definitions and diagrams
Global case studies keep learning fresh and
develop outward-looking learners

978 0 19 839604 8

Online

DP

CO U RS E CO M PA NIO N
CO U RSE
CO MPA NI O N

1

GEOGRAPHY

2N D E DI TI ON

Also available,
from Oxford
978 0 19 839607 9

2ND E D I T I O N

How to get in contact:
web
www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/ib
email schools.enquiries.uk@oup.com
tel
+44 (0)1536 452620
fax
+44 (0)1865 313472

Garrett Nagle
Briony Cooke

IBCC_GEOGRAPHY_2e_cover.indd All Pages

17/02/2017 15:14

Geography

2nd edition

Authors

Garrett Nagle
Briony Cooke

F OR TH E IB DIP LOM A

POPULATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PATTERNS

1

Factors affecting population distribution
at a global scale

Challenging material stretches learners to
their full potential

Population distribution refers to where people live. On a
global scale:
• most people live relatively close to the sea – some
three-quarters of the world’s population live within
1,000 km of the sea
• most people live on low ground – nearly 90% live in
areas less than 500 m high
• over 80% live in the northern hemisphere.
The most favoured locations include:
• fertile river valleys
• places with a regular supply of water
• good communications and the potential for trade.

At a global scale, three major areas with high population
density (over 200 people/km2) can be identified: South
East Asia, north-east USA and Western Europe. Smaller
concentrations include south-east Brazil, the Mexican
plateau, the Nile Valley, California and Java.
Disadvantaged areas include those that are too dry, too
steep, too cold and/or infertile. There is no such thing as a
“best” climate; many people live in South East Asia and
this has a monsoonal climate, with alternating seasons of
flood and drought.

London
Paris
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Tropic of Cancer

Chicago

Supporting course book,
developed with the IB

Moscow

New York
Philadelphia

Istanbul
Cairo

Tehran
Karachi

Beijing
Tianin
Delhi Chongqing

Seoul
Tokyo
Shanghai

Dhaka
Kolkata

Mumbai

Mexico City

978 019 839603 1

Bangkok

Equator
Jakarta
Inhabitants per km2

Urban population

Over 200

Over 10 000 000

100–200

5 000 000–10 000 000

50–100

1 000 000–5 000 000

6–50

Tropic of Capricorn
São Paulo
Buenos Aires

Under 6

World population distribution

HUMAN FACTORS

LORENZ CURVES

Human factors are also important. For example:
• the distribution of raw materials, especially coal and
other mineral resources, has led to large population
clusters in parts of the USA, China, India, Germany
and the UK
• government policy may lead to a redistribution
of populations, such as in South Africa under the
Apartheid policy or in Myanmar in relation to the
Rohingya population
• new town policies, such as in Egypt, Hong Kong and
the UK, may lead to a redistribution of population
• the influence of conflict and war may lead to some areas
losing population, such as in Syria and northern Nigeria
• the migration of people (whether forced or voluntary)
may lead to major redistributions of populations, for
example, African migrants to South Africa.

Inequalities in population distribution can be shown by
Lorenz Curves.

COMMON MISTAKE

100
Curve always lies
within the shaded area

The line would
be a straight line
if population was
evenly distributed

80

Per cent of area

A focused approach Improves
comprehension and strengthens
performance

Geography F O R T H E I B D I P L O M A 2nd edition

Fully updated to match the revised syllabus for SL and HL (first examined
in 2019), this 2nd edition study guide thoroughly covers all optional and
core themes in a concise and accessible format. Packed with revision
questions, advice on common mistakes, and exam practice and tips,
this book strengthens understanding and supports the strongest
performance in assessment.
Oxford IB study guides build unrivalled assessment potential.
You can trust them to:
● comprehensively cover the syllabus, matching IB specifications
● reinforce all the key topics in a concise, user-friendly format,
cementing understanding
● effectively prepare students for assessment with revision support and
exam strategies
● use clear and straightforward language to support EAL learners.

OXFORD IB STUDY GUIDES

OXFORD IB STUDY GUIDES

Garrett Nagle
Briony Cooke

Geography
FOR TH E IB DIPLOM A

60
UK
40

Egypt–95% of the
population live on
5% of the land

USA
Curve of
concentration

20

0
0

20

40
60
Per cent of population

80

2nd edition

100

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

✗ Distribution and density of population both refer to
where people live.
✓ Distribution is where people live, whereas density is a
measure of how many live there (per km2).

OXFORD IB STUDY GUIDES

1. Define the term ”population distribution“.
2. Outline the most favourable conditions for human
habitation.

Population and economic development patterns 1

1

How to get in contact:
web
www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/ib
email schools.enquiries.uk@oup.com
tel
+44 (0)1536 452620
fax
+44 (0)1865 313472

6/29/17 1:23 PM

ISBN 978-0-19-839607-9

9 780198 396079

839067_Cvr.indd 1-3

2

20/09/2017 08:16

OPTION G URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

2 C h a n G I n G U R b a n S yS T e m S

Case study
Detroit was once the USA’s fourth-largest city.
Indeed, in 1960 it had the highest per-capita
income in the USA. Now up to a quarter of the
city has been reclaimed by nature. Up to 40,000
buildings and parcels of land are vacant. Property
prices have fallen by 80 per cent or more. In
2013 a three-bedroomed house on Albany Street
was for sale for $1!
Detroit is the largest US city to declare
bankruptcy. Its long-term debts are estimated at
over $18 billion, or $27,000 for every resident.
Between 1900 and 1950 Detroit prospered
because General Motors (GM), Ford and
Chrysler, which made most of the cars sold
in the USA, were based there. Detroit’s
population increased from about 300,000 in
1900 to 1.8 million in 1950, but fell to just
700,000 in 2013.
Many of Detroit’s people are poor and relatively
poorly educated – over 80 per cent have no more
than a high school diploma. Delivering services
to sparsely populated neighbourhoods in the city,
which sprawls over 340 km2, would be difficult
even if the city could afford it.
The causes of Detroit’s troubles include:
●

●

●

falling car sales and therefore less tax revenue
from the city’s large firms
a shrinking population – many of the richer
people have moved away
high pension and social welfare costs – the
city has an ageing population.
1903
Ford Motor Co. founded
1908
General Motors founded

Detroit has paid the price for being over-reliant
on a single industry – the motor car. It attracted
many black workers from the American south to
work in the factories. However, inequalities in
working conditions and living conditions led to
race riots in 1943 and 1967. Many white people
abandoned the city during the “white flight” of
the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s.
Only 30 per cent of the jobs available in the city
are taken by Detroit residents and over 60 per
cent of Detroit’s population who work do so
outside the city. Unemployment had reached
30 per cent by 2013. Over a third of Detroit’s
population and nearly half its children live below
the poverty line. Nearly half of Detroit’s adults
are functionally illiterate and 29 of the city’s
schools closed down in 2009 alone. Detroit’s
population is now 81.6 per cent Afro-American.
According to a report in The Economist, law
and order has completely broken down in
the inner city, and drugs and prostitution are
commonplace. Detroit’s murder rate is at a 40year high. Of the city’s 85,000 street lights, half
are usually out of service because thieves have
stripped them for copper. Only one-third of its
ambulances are in working order.
However, there is some growth. Urban farms are
appearing. Young people – especially artists and
musicians – are moving into Detroit to make use
of the abandoned and affordable urban spaces.
Low rents, good universities and tax breaks are
attempting to attract businesses back to the city.
18 July 2013
Detroit files for bankruptcy
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 figure G.20: Manufacturing employment in

Detroit, 1990–2010
 Photo G.13: Decaying vacant buildings in Detroit, 2011

Activity 9

Concepts in context

1. Suggest reasons for Detroit’s growth between 1900
and 1950.

Many processes operate in urban areas.
Some are causing urban areas to increase,
such as rural-to-urban migration and
natural increase, leading to urbanization.
Some are causing urban areas to decline,
such as counter-urbanization. Urban
areas may therefore grow over time, and
develop complex networks of transport,
water, sanitation, energy provision, and
telecommunications. However, some
urban areas decline. This may be due to
the decline in industry. However, some
former run-down areas may appear
attractive to certain populations, and may
regenerate as a result of gentrification.

2. Suggest why Detroit’s population declined after 1950.
3. Suggest the likely impacts of a falling population size.
4. Describe the trend in manufacturing employment in
Detroit between 1990 and 2010. Suggest the likely
impacts of the changes that you have described.
5. Watch “Death of Detroit” at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=-aUUuTBVypk and “Grown in Detroit” at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XH6sI7BqXLo
and the “Grown in Detroit” documentary trailer, http://
documentaryheaven.com/requiem-for-detroit/.

Check your understanding

2. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of
counter-urbanization.

2.0

0.5

 figure G.19:

Employment (Not Seasonally Adj)

400

1. Explain how centrifugal movement of
population affects a city and its hinterland
(surrounding area).
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3. Explain the process of deindustrialization.
4. Describe the process of urbanization.
5. Suggest why most of the world’s growing
megacities are found in LICs.

6. Outline the potential impacts of megacities.
7. Describe the growth in telecommunications
in Shanghai.
8. Briefly outline the problems associated with
the growth of Shanghai.
9. Suggest reasons for the growth of Detroit.
10. Explain the causes and consequences of the
decline of population in Detroit.
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Course Book

978 019 839603 1��������������������������£41.99

Online Course Book

978 019 839604 8��������������������������£41.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 839605 5��������������������������£55.99

Study Guide

978 019 839607 9��������������������������£28.99

IB Prepared

978 019 843422 1��������������������������£28.99

IB Prepared (Online)

978 019 843425 2��������������������������£28.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib-individuals-and-societies

Environmental Systems
and Societies
Encourage active investigation
Matched to the latest syllabus, these inquiry-based resources motivate learners
to explore and investigate scientific concepts.

DP

a holistic view of the subject via the Course Book’s contemporary
• Develop
case studies, activities and ‘big questions’
key skills in relation to all assessment components using
• Consolidate
the Skills and Practice resource
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and
• Provide
exam‑style practice opportunities via new IB Prepared: Environmental
Systems and Societies

Fo undat ion s oF environm ental s ystems and soc ieties

TOK

Key term

1. Using a global
environmental issue of
your choice evaluate
how one of the ways of
knowing influences our
EVS approach.

An environmental value system (EVS) is a worldview or paradigm that shapes
the way an individual or group of people perceive and evaluate environmental
issues. This will be influenced by cultural, religious, economic and socio-political
context.

1 .1 E n V i r O n m E n TA l V A l u E S yS T E m S

Who is involved in the environmental movement?
It is probably fair to say that the majority of people in the world do not
spend much time focusing on environmental issues unless they are
brought to their attention or affect them directly. However, the activities
of a number of groups have influenced
●➔

norms of behaviour (eg purchasing choices such as dolphin-friendly
tuna and recycling) and

2. Using a local
environmental issue of
your choice evaluate
how one of the ways of
knowing influences our
EVS approach.

To think about

●➔

Our environmental value systems will influence the way we see environmental
issues.

Influential individuals often use media publications (eg Aldo
Leopold’s A Sand County Almanac, Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, Al Gore’s
An Inconvenient Truth) to raise issues and start the debate.

3. Evaluate how your
emotion has affected your
response to this issue.

Describe your opinion on these issues and explain how your value systems
influence it.

‘Whatever befalls the Earth –
befalls the sons of the Earth.
Humankind has not woven
the web of life. We are but one
thread within it. Whatever
we do to the web, we do to
ourselves. All things are
bound together. All things
connect.’

1. List other value systems that influence how we view the world.

Corporate businesses (especially multinational corporations – MNCs –
and transnational corporations – TNCs) are involved since they are
supplying consumer demand and in doing so using resources and creating
environmental impact (eg mining for minerals or burning of fossil fuels).

development of the environmental movement
The environmental movement as we know it originated in the 1960s
BUT humans have been concerned about the effect we have on the
environment for much longer.

●➔

●➔

Attributed to Chief Seattle, 1855

Governments make policy decisions including environmental ones (eg
planning permission for land use), and apply legislation (laws) to manage
the country (eg emissions controls over factories). They also meet with
other governments to consider international agreements (eg United
Nations Environment Programme, UNEP). Different countries are at
different stages of environmental awareness, as are different individuals.
Legislating about emissions is important but so is making sure there
is enough food for the population. While different countries may put
environmental awareness at different levels of priority, all are aware of the
issues facing the Earth and that all must be involved in finding solutions.

Romans reported on problems such as air and water pollution.
Between the late 14th century and the mid 16th century, waste
produced by humans was associated with the spread of epidemic
disease in Europe.
Soil conservation was practised in China, India and Peru as early
as 2,000 years ago.

Such concerns did not really give rise to widespread public activism until
recently. To understand modern environmentalism we must look back at
the historical events which:
●➔
●➔

●➔

▲ Figure 1.1.1 The only known
photo of Chief Seattle taken in
the 1860s

➔

To research
Look up Chief Seattle on the
web. His famous speech
was in the Lushootseed
language, translated into
Chinook Indian trade
language, and then into
English. While he may not
have said these exact words,
does it matter?

‘We abuse land because we
regard it as a commodity
belonging to us. When we see
land as a community to which
we belong, we may begin to
use it with love and respect.’
Aldo Leopold,
A Sand County Almanac
(reprinted by permission of
Oxford University Press, USA)

Intergovernmental bodies such as the United Nations have become
highly influential in more recent times by holding Earth Summits to
bring together governments, NGOs and corporations to consider global
environmental and world development issues.

caused concern over environmental impacts
elicited the responses of individuals, groups of individuals, governments
and the United Nations to these impacts.

TOK

Powerful individuals and independent pressure groups are now very
influential though their use of media, and they have catalysed the
movement to make it a people’s or ‘grass roots’ movement. There has
also been a continuing divide in philosophy between:
●➔

political choices (eg the successes of the ‘Green Party’).

Independent pressure groups use awareness campaigns to effect a
change (eg Greenpeace on Arctic exploration, World Wildlife Fund on saving
tigers). They influence the public who then influence government and
corporate business organizations. These groups are called non-governmental
organizations (NGOs). ‘Friends of the Earth’ is another example.

2. Outline one named global and one local environmental issue.

●➔

Individuals and
Societies

1

In 2013, 30 Greenpeace activists on board the Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise
peacefully protested in Arctic international waters against the Russian Gazprom
oil platform drilling for oil in the Arctic. They were arrested by armed Russian
commandos and kept in prison for 100 days before being freed.

those who see the reason for conserving nature as being to continue
to supply goods and services to humankind in a sustainable way
(environmental managers) and

Read about this at www.greenpeace.org and news websites.
Do you agree with what the activists were doing or do you agree with the
Russian authorities in stopping them?

those who believe that we should conserve nature unconditionally,
for its spiritual value (deep and self-reliance ecologists);

Debate the issues in this with three teams: one represents Greenpeace views,
one the Russian state and the other the Gazprom interests.

ie do we save it for our sake or for its sake?

To what extent can we rely on reason to evaluate the Greenpeace approach to
this issue?

2

3
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Environmental Systems and Societies
Course Book

978 019 833256 5��������������������������£40.99

Online Course Book

978 019 833258 9��������������������������£40.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 833259 6��������������������������£54.99

Skills and Practice

978 019 836669 0��������������������������£27.99

IB Prepared

978 019 843754 3��������������������������£28.99

IB Prepared (Online)

978 019 843757 4��������������������������£28.99

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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Sciences
Support and progress learners
Trusted by IB schools across the world, this comprehensive suite of resources
ensures that all learners are equipped to achieve in DP Science.

Physics

Course Book
978 019 839212 5
£46.99
Online Course Book
978 019 830772 3
£46.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 830775 4
£62.99

Course Book
978 019 839213 2
£46.99
Online Course Book
978 019 830773 0
£46.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 830776 1
£62.99

978 019 839072 5
£249.99 per annum

978 019 839073 2
£249.99 per annum

978 019 839074 9
£249.99 per annum

978 019 839351 1
£28.99

978 019 839353 5
£28.99

978 019 839355 9
£28.99

P R O GR A M A DE L DIPLOM A DE L IB OX FOR D

BIOLOGÍA
Esta edición cubre los contenidos del nuevo programa de estudios en el NM y el NS, y fue
desarrollada con el IB para integrar completamente la nueva forma de enseñanza del IB. El
enfoque holístico de todos los aspectos del programa, incluida la naturaleza de la ciencia,
fomenta una actitud indagadora y activa hacia el aprendizaje, mientras que las preguntas
basadas en datos permiten alcanzar un logro excepcional.

Autores
Andrew Allott
David Mindorff
José Azcue

Los libros del alumno de Oxford son los únicos recursos del Programa del Diploma
desarrollados con el IB.
Esto significa que:
➜ Se ajustan con mayor precisión a las especificaciones del IB
➜ Están escritos por profesores y responsables de taller con mucha experiencia y conocimiento del IB
➜ Están acompañados de materiales de evaluación precisos, provenientes del IB
➜ Se corresponden verdaderamente con la filosofía del IB, desafiando a los estudiantes con
material novedoso y actual de Teoría del Conocimiento
Explicación clara y visual que asegura una completa
comprensión, abordando todos los estilos de aprendizaje
Apoyo incomparable para el nuevo enfoque del
aprendizaje basado en conceptos
Recursos de apoyo:
Libro del alumno digital en línea
978-0-19-836407-8

VERSIÓN ESPAÑOLA

Course Book
978 019 839211 8
£46.99
Online Course Book
978 019 830771 6
£46.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 830774 7
£62.99

Conjunto del libro del alumno
impreso y digital en línea
978-0-19-836408-5

BIOLOGÍA
L I B R O D E L A LUM N O

LIBRO DE L
ALUMN O

978 019 842359 1
£25.99

BIOLO G Í A

978 019 842355 3
£25.99

P R O GR A M A DE L DIPLOM A DE L IB OX FOR D

978 019 842350 8
£25.99

En línea

1

Andrew Allott
David Mindorff
José Azcue

Cómo ponerse en contacto:
web
www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/ib
Correo electrónico
schools.enquiries.uk@oup.com
tel
+44 (0)1536 452620
fax
+44 (0)1865 313472

833873_IBCC_BIOLOGY_spanish_cover.indd All Pages
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Libro del Alumno
978 019 833873 4
£40.99
Libro del Alumno
Digital
978 019 836407 8
£40.99
Conjunto Impreso y
Digital
978 019 836408 5
£54.99

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

SPORTS, EXERCISE
AND HEALTH SCIENCE

Fully comprehensive and written by an experienced IB practitioner, this text
provides complete coverage of the syllabus. Packed with case studies to extend
understanding and research activities to strengthen independent thought, it
develops inquisitive, creative and independent learners who are fully equipped
to tackle the course and assessment.
Oxford course books are the only resources developed with the IB.
This means that they are:
➜ The most comprehensive and accurate match to IB specifications
➜ Written by experienced IB practitioners
➜ Packed with accurate assessment support, directly from the IB
➜ Truly aligned with the IB philosophy, challenging learners with fresh and
topical TOK

What's on the cover?
An x-ray of a healthy
human knee

S POR TS , E XE R CIS E
AN D H E ALT H S C IE NCE

Detailed diagrams cement understanding and
cater for all learning styles
All areas of the IB philosophy included, with TOK
and international-mindedness integrated
throughout

Author
John Sproule

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

Study Guides

Chemistry

En línea

Course Books

Sciences

Course
Preparation

Biology

Spanish Language

DP

learners for the step up from pre-16 courses to DP Science
• Prepare
with Course Preparation materials
cover all SL and HL material using Course Books developed
• Thoroughly
in cooperation with the IB, plus Study Guides
a wealth of extra online teaching, learning and assessment
• Access
support via IB Science Kerboodle
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style
• Provide
practice opportunities via new IB Prepared resources

SPORTS, EXERCISE
AND HEALTH
SCIENCE

IB Prepared

Print
978 019 842363 8
£28.99
Online
978 019 843443 6
£28.99

Print
978 019 842367 6
£28.99
Online
978 019 843446 7
£28.99

Print
978 019 842371 3
£28.99
Online
978 019 843449 8
£28.99

How to get in contact:
web
www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/ib
email schools.enquiries.uk@oup.com
tel
+44 (0)1536 452620
fax
+44 (0)1865 313472

CO URS E
CO M PA NI O N

Sports, Exercise and
Health Science

CO URS E CO M PA NI O N
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Course Book
978 019 912969 0
£40.99
Online Course Book
978 019 836842 7
£40.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 836843 4
£54.99

We asked an IB Chemistry teacher what he liked most about IB Prepared Chemistry. He said...

“

the clear layout, the authentic sample answers with colour-coded feedback
comments about what’s positive and negative, which students can
really learn from.

”

Jonty Faulkner, Chemistry Specialist, USA
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Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib-science

Ensure learners are ready to begin DP Science courses

DP
Sciences

IB Biology Course Book

Access engaging digital content

For more information
about pricing on
renewal and multi-year
subscriptions
please visit:
www.oxfordsecondary.
com/multi-yearsubscriptions

IB Physics Kerboodle Online Resources

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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Mathematics

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

Address all aspects of the latest syllabus
Each Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack has been developed
in cooperation with the IB to provide the most comprehensive support for
the latest DP Mathematics syllabus.

the approach of the latest curriculum, using concept-based
MATHEMATICS: ANALYSIS
• Assimilate
AND APPROACHES
resources that are structured according to the courses
in-depth coverage of all topics via clear explanations, worked
• Provide
solutions and activities, plus assessment preparation support
achievement with digital features embedded in each Enhanced
• Drive
Online Course Book, plus practice opportunities via Oxford MyiMaths
• Prepare learners for the step up from pre-16 courses to DP via new Mathematics Course Preparation
strategic guidance on assessment, sample material and exam-style practice opportunities via
• Provide
new IB Prepared resources
S TA N D A R D L E V E L

COU R S E COM PANION

Course
Preparation

Mathematics

DP

Ed Kemp
Paul La Rondie
Jill Stevens
Natasha Awada

978 138 200492 3
£24.99

Higher Level
Course Books

Standard Level
Course Books

Mathematics: analysis and approaches

IB Prepared

ENHA NC ED ONLINE

Ellen Thompson
Jennifer Chang Wathall
Laurie Buchanan

Mathematics: applications and interpretation

Print and Enhanced
Online Course Book Pack
978 019 842710 0
£60.99

Print and Enhanced Online
Course Book Pack
978 019 842698 1
£60.99

Print and Enhanced
Online Course Book Pack
978 019 842716 2
£60.99

Print and Enhanced Online
Course Book Pack
978 019 842704 9
£60.99

Print
978 13 8200722 1
£28.99
Online
978 13 8200725 2
£28.99

Print
978 138 200728 3
£28.99
Online
978 138 200731 3
£28.99

Available Late 2020

Available Late 2020

“

Oxford’s new edition of DP Mathematics is a journey revolving around
conceptual understandings and inquiry-based teaching. It aims beyond
learning facts and algorithms, and focuses on high-order thinking.
Mr. An Fu, DP Mathematics, Head of Department, China
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Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ibmathematics

”

Deliver a rich, concept-based approach

DP
Mathematics

IB Mathematics: applications and interpretation HL, Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack

Access digital content embedded in each
Enhanced Online Course Book

Oxford MyiMaths online
trials are now available
For more details contact your
local Educational Consultant:
www.oxfordsecondary.com/
contact-us
For more information about
pricing on renewal and
multi-year subscriptions
please visit:
www.oxfordsecondary.com/
multi-year-subscriptions

IB Mathematics: applications and
interpretation HL, Print and Enhanced
Online Course Book Pack

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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Visual Arts
Build assessment confidence
Packed full of relevant examples, this assessment-focused Course Book
is the only Visual Arts resource developed in cooperation with the IB.

DP

Visual Arts
978 019 837791 7��������������������������£28.99

Online Course Book

978 019 837793 1��������������������������£28.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 837794 8��������������������������£37.99

The Arts
Author
Kosta Lekanides

FOR FIRST ASSESSMENT
IN 2018

EXTENDED ESSAY

Interdisciplinary

tions

e IB

Course Book

Extended Essay

OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
OXFORD IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

and address
ce includes
and techniques

the IB.

understand all assessment components and requirements,
• Thoroughly
with breakdowns of exam criteria and strategic advice
students’ confidence via contextualized artwork examples,
• Build
highlighted key terms and tips
embed the IB approach to learning with TOK and ATL links
• Fully
throughout the text

Maximize achievement
Developed in cooperation with the IB, this step-by-step resource offers
guidance on every aspect of the Extended Essay.

EXTENDED
ESSAY
CO U RS E CO MPA NI O N

CO U RS E
CO M PA N IO N

Kosta Lekanides

19/04/2017 10:28

learners to fully understand and address each requirement,
• Equip
with a comprehensive outline of the latest assessment criteria
effective planning, research and writing with detailed guidance
• Enable
on every stage of the process
the transferable skills that are central to success, equipping
• Target
learners to achieve in the Extended Essay and beyond

Extended Essay
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Course Book

978 019 837776 4��������������������������£31.99

Online Course Book

978 019 837777 1��������������������������£31.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 842149 8��������������������������£41.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib

Theory of Knowledge
Engage in high-level critical thinking
and reflection
Supporting the latest TOK syllabus, for first teaching in 2020, these
inquiry-based resources are developed directly with the IB to help learners
analyze and articulate complex ideas.

accessible and lively insight into this complex subject with practical
• Provide
applications so students can see clearly how TOK can be useful
in real-world situations

DP

deep understanding and reflection with concepts woven into tasks
• Build
and discussions, plus clear links to other subject areas, ATL skills and the
IB Learner Profile

Interdisciplinary

in challenging tasks and activities to develop life-long thinking skills,
• Engage
and scaffold knowledge to enable assessment success
• Offer extensive support for the new Internal Assessment

IB Theory of Knowledge Course Book (2020 edition)
Content is subject to change prior to final publication of the TOK Course Book

Theory of Knowledge
Course Book Available Early 2020

978 019 849770 7�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £36.99

Online Course Book

978 019 849775 2�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £36.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 849774 5��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £49.99

Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
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IB Middle
Years
Programme

Approach science critically and creatively
Fully aligned to the MYP curriculum framework, these student-friendly resources
develop the inquiry and critical thinking skills essential to long-term success.
adopt the MYP approach via clear, structured support for all aspects
• Fully
of the MYP framework and eAssessment
subject knowledge with awareness of wider global contexts
• Strengthen
and conceptual connections
the transdisciplinary skills that are vital to success at MYP level
• Develop
and progression to DP via regular ATL features

Years 4 & 5

MYP Physical and
Earth Sciences

A concept-based approach
Years

1–3

William Heathcote

Student Book
978 019 836997 4
£27.99
Online Student Book
978 019 837004 8
£27.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 837008 6
£36.99

MYP Physical and Earth Sciences

Years 1–3

Sciences

MYP

Sciences

Student Book
978 019 836998 1
£27.99
Online Student Book
978 019 837005 5
£27.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 837009 3
£36.99

William Heathcote

Student Book
978 019 836995 0
£37.99
Online Student Book
978 019 836999 8
£37.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 837006 2
£50.99

“

Student Book
978 019 836996 7
£37.99
Online Student Book
978 019 837000 0
£37.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 837007 9
£50.99

Student Book
978 019 837555 5
£37.99
Online Student Book
978 019 837556 2
£37.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 837557 9
£50.99

This is an outstanding way to help students see the sciences as intertwined
topics of study and not as discrete silos of information.
Science Department Chair, Wisconsin, USA
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Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/myp-science

Deliver engaging, relevant material

MYP
Sciences

MYP Physical and Earth Sciences 1-3 Student Book

Integrate concepts into learning
TRAN S FORMATION
FOR CE S
Walking barefoot along a
shingle beach hurts your
feet much more than
walking across sand. The
contact area between your
feet and the sharp stones is
less than the area between
your feet and the sand and
so the pressure is greater
on the stones. Why does a
small child find it easier to
walk across a stony beach
than an adult?

What is pressure?
Anyone who has stepped on a sharp object knows that it hurts. The
reason for this is not due to an increased force, as your weight which
is pushing you down onto the object remains the same; it hurts
because all your weight is acting through a small area. What has
increased, and is causing the pain, is pressure.
Pressure is the measure of how much force acts per unit area (e.g. per
square meter). It can be calculated using the equation:
F
P=A
where P is the pressure, F is the force and A is the area over which the
force is applied. There are many different units of pressure, but the
SI unit is the Pascal (Pa) which is one newton per square meter (1 N m−2).

A B
C D

Experiment

Measuring the pressure you exert on the ground
You will need some weighing scales and some squared paper.
To calculate the pressure that you exert on the ground, you need to find the force you exert and
the area over which you exert it.
Place one foot on the squared paper and draw round it. By counting the squares, find the area of your
foot. Convert this area into square meters (1 m2 = 10,000 cm2) then double it to account for both feet.
Weigh yourself on the scales. Convert your mass into weight using the equation F = mg.
Now find the pressure you exert on the ground using the equation:
F
P=A

Data-based question: The Eiffel Tower

Worked example: Calculating pressure
Question
A drawing pin is pushed with a force of 10 N. The blunt end of the drawing pin has a diameter of 0.9 cm
and the sharp end has a diameter of 0.25 mm. Calculate the pressure at each end of the drawing pin.
Answer

The total mass of the Eiffel Tower is
about 10,000 tonnes. The base of the
tower consists of four feet, each of
which is a square of side 25 m. The
tower is very efficient in its use of
materials – if all the metal in the tower
were melted down and placed on one
of the bases, it would only be about
1.5 m high. As a result of its light weight
and large area of its footprint, it exerts a
low pressure on the ground and so does
not require deep foundations.
1. Calculate the weight of the
Eiffel Tower.
2. Calculate the total area of the base.
3. Calculate the pressure that the
Eiffel Tower exerts on the ground.

First find the area of each end using the equation for the area of a circle:
A = πr2.
The radius is half of the diameter so the radii are 4.5 × 10−3 m and 1.25 × 10−4 m.
(Note that centimeters and millimeters have been converted into meters.)
Hence the areas are 6.36 × 10−5 m2 and 4.91 × 10−8 m2.
The force is 10 N, so the pressure can then be calculated using the equation:
F
P=A
This gives pressures of 1.57 × 105 and 2.04 × 108 Pa or 157 kPa and 204 MPa.

20 8

The Eiffel Tower opened in 1889 and
was the tallest building in the world for
over 40 years. It has come to symbolize
the Industrial Revolution in France
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Mathematics
Fully adopt the MYP approach

Years 1–3

critical exploration of mathematical content, framed within key
• Enable
and related concepts and global contexts
independent thinking via factual, conceptual and debatable
• Promote
questions and ATL features throughout each unit
comprehension via clear summaries, worked solutions and
• Secure
extensive practice, reinforced by Oxford MyiMaths

Years 4 & 5

Mathematics

MYP

Supporting the MYP curriculum framework, these resources strengthen
mathematical understanding and develop conceptual awareness.

Student Book
978 019 835615 8
£32.99
Online Student Book
978 019 835620 2
£32.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835625 7
£42.99

Student Book
978 019 835616 5
£32.99
Online Student Book
978 019 835621 9
£32.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835626 4
£42.99

Student Book
978 019 835618 9
£44.99
Online Student Book
978 019 835623 3
£44.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835628 8
£59.99

Student Book
978 019 835617 2
£32.99
Online Student Book
978 019 835622 6
£32.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835627 1
£42.99

Student Book
978 019 835619 6
£32.99
Online Student Book
978 019 835624 0
£32.99
Print and Online Pack
978 019 835629 5
£42.99

“

A perfect book for inquiry-based learning since each chapter is designed
in such way that teachers get excellent ideas for inquiry... A good book for
establishing foundation for IB DP.
Head of Mathematics, India

”

Oxford MyiMaths online trials are now available
For more details contact your local Educational Consultant:
www.oxfordsecondary.com/contact-us
For more information about pricing on renewal and multi-year
subscriptions please visit:
www.oxfordsecondary.com/multi-year-subscriptions
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Embed understanding through practice
NUMBER

Reflect and discuss 9
●

●

●

The table shows approximately what a Syrian refugee might eat
per day in a Jordanian refugee camp. Remember that the UNHCR
recommends that a person should have at least 2100 calories daily.

Which form – percentage, decimal or fraction – do you prefer
when ordering numbers?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each form?
Make a list for each one.
How are fractions, decimals and percentages equivalent forms?

Activity 6 – Conversion bingo
Draw a 4 by 4 grid and fill it in with a combination of fractions,
decimals and percentages, at least four of each. Here is an example.

1
4

0.4

30%

35

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) recommends
that a refugee should consume at least 2100 calories per day. Yet in many
refugee camps, refugees get less than this. For example, in one Tanzanian
refugee camp, refugees were given only about 1400 calories per day.
What percentage of the minimum daily calories were the refugees in the
Tanzanian camp given?

2

In many refugee camps, refugees end up trading their
food for other non-food supplies that they need. If a
refugee was eating only a third of the minimum daily
calorie recommendation, how many calories per day
would that be?

230

carbohydrate

24

97

protein

dried chickpeas

12

49

protein

sardines

18

71

protein

canned kidney beans

57

229

protein

vegetable oil

43

386

fat

4

What percentage of a refugee’s calories come from protein?

1

90%

5

What percentage of a refugee’s calories come from carbohydrates?

3

6

What percentage of a refugee’s calories come from fat?

5

7

Make a similar list of the foods that you eat in a typical day.

8

Using an online source, calculate the approximate number of
calories for every item on your list and state the type of nutrient.

9

Calculate the total number of calories you consume in one day.
Calculate how many calories you consume daily of fat, protein,
and carbohydrates.

15

70% 0.68

r i t e ri

10 What percentage of your calories come from each of these
three nutrient groups?

C, D

11 Explain the degree of accuracy of your results in step 10.
Describe whether or not your results in step 10 make sense.
12 How does your diet differ from the refugee diet? How is it similar?
(Compare the number of calories, breakdown of food groups, etc.)
ATL1

13 How do you think refugees feel, having to follow this diet? Explain.

Applications of percentages
There are many practical applications involving percentages which
you will see on a regular basis, such as finding the discount on an
item for sale in a store or calculating the tax when purchasing an item.
Remembering that percentages and fractions are really just equivalent
forms can help you to solve these types of problems.

Continued on next page
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57

lentils

Mathematics

1

flour

0.75 0.05 45%

a

Formative assessment – Food for refugees

20

carbohydrate

What is the number of total daily calories in this refugee diet?

10% 16%
6

17

Type of
nutrient

1100

3

c

Once you have written the numbers in your grid, the game will begin.
Your teacher will call out a number in one of the three forms and you can
cross it off your grid if you have that number in any of the three forms. The
winner is the first student to get four in a row, column, or major diagonal.

20%

Calories
(approx.)

274

MYP

Your teacher will give you the specific guidelines for what numbers
you can put in your grid. (For example, you may be told that you can
use any percentages that are a multiple of 10. So you must come up
with decimals, fractions and percentages that as a percentage are
a multiple of 10.) You cannot include two equivalent numbers in
different forms (e.g. 20% and 0.2).

Grams
(approx.)

Food
rice

67
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Build inquiry and problem-solving skills
NUMBER

You should already know how to:

5.1

Are you saying I’m irrational?

Objectives
●
●

FORM

●
●

F

Inquiry questions

Simplifying irrational numerical expressions
Approximating radicals
Applying rules of radicals to simplify them
Performing operations on radicals to simplify
expressions that contain radicals

F

●

●
●

C

●

●

D

●

How is simplifying radicals similar to
simplifying fractions?
Can irrational numbers be combined to
form rational numbers?

c

3× 3

d 11÷ 11

e

3× 6× 8

f

1
9

Reviewing radicals (surds)

What is the difference between a rational
number and an irrational number?
What is a radical (surd)?
How do you approximate a radical?
How are the rules of radicals related to
the rules for combining terms in algebra?

1 Simplify each expression.
a 9 + 16
b 9 + 16

identify radicals and understand
what they represent

●

●

●
●

What is the difference between a rational number and an
irrational number?
What is a radical (surd)?
How do you approximate a radical?

A square root (also known as a radical or surd) of a positive number x is a
number which, when multiplied by itself, gives the original number x.
Any positive number has two square roots: one positive and one negative.

Muhammad ibn
Musa al-Khwarizmi
(c. 780–c. 850 ad)
referred to rational
numbers as audible,
and irrational
numbers as
inaudible. This later
led to the Arabic
word ‘ ’ (asamm,
meaning ‘deaf’
or ‘dumb’) for
irrational number,
which was then
translated into
Latin as ‘surdus’.

The principal square root of a positive number x is the positive square root
of x, and is written as x .
In general, ‘the square root’ means the positive square root.

ATL

For example, 25 = 5, but the square root of 25 can also be −5. This is
normally written down as − 25 = −5.

Communication

Draw reasonable conclusions and generalizations

Exploration 1
Here are some examples of what we call ‘rational numbers’:

5.1

1
2

π

10.3

1.45

7.262626…

5
6

−3

18.2

9

And here are some examples of what we call ‘irrational numbers’:
2.39841…

17.41002368…

0.83126674…

1 State the differences between a ‘rational number’ and an ‘irrational
number’.
2 Define each of them in your own words.

Conceptual understanding:
Forms can be changed through simplification.

E5.1

3 How would you classify a number like 5 ? Explain your reasoning.
A rational number is a number that can be written as a fraction p where
q

p, q ∈  and q ≠ 0. For example: 1 , 5 , 9 , 4, − 12 ,1.2, − 0.3, and 0 are all
2 6 5

51

rational numbers.
An irrational number is a number that cannot be written as a fraction.
Irrational numbers cannot be represented as terminating or repeating
decimals. 2 and π are examples of irrational numbers.

We have given
names to only
a few special
irrationals, like
π, ϕ, and Euler’s
number, e.

5.1 Are you saying I’m irrational?

16 0

161
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English Language Acquisition
Build fluency and confidence

MYP

Supporting the current MYP curriculum framework, these stretching,
concept-based texts strengthen and progress key knowledge and skills.

• Deliver a rigorous, inquiry-based approach to language acquisition
language through key and related concepts and global contexts,
• Explore
developing learners’ awareness of the big picture
preparation for MYP eAssessment and the transition to
• Support
DP studies with regular summative assessment tasks

“

Language
Acquisition

Finally. A book that perfectly matches to all aspects of
the MYP...the selections are meaningful to the students,
connect currently to the international world, and you can
be assured they meet all IB requirements.
IB Curriculum Coordinator, Colorado, USA

”

MYP English: Language Acquisition Phase 3

MYP English: Language Acquisition Phase 4

Student Book

978 019 839802 8�����������������������������������£35.99

Student Book

978 019 839798 4�����������������������������������£36.99

Online Student Book

978 019 839803 5�����������������������������������£35.99

Online Student Book

978 019 839799 1�����������������������������������£36.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 839804 2�����������������������������������£46.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 839800 4�����������������������������������£48.99

Chinese Language Acquisition
Achieve in Secondary Mandarin Chinese
Suitable for MYP Language Acquisition (Phases 1-3) and IB DP Ab Initio
frameworks, this thematic Student Book is accompanied by a Teacher Pack.
and evaluate language skills with clear grammatical explanations,
• Build
glossaries, theme-based activities and assessment tasks
your teaching to the MYP framework with lesson resources,
• Tailor
differentiation ideas and syllabus-specific support, via the Teacher Pack

Gǔ
ǔ Wǔ
ǔ for Secondary Mandarin Chinese
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Student Book

978 019 840832 1��������������������������£30.99

Teacher Pack

978 019 840835 2��������������������������£63.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/myp-language-acquisition

Spanish Language Acquisition
Support and stretch learners
Fully-aligned to the MYP curriculum framework, these inquiry-based resources
lay the foundations for long-term linguistic confidence and achievement.

MYP

a strong language base via colorful, phase-appropriate explanations
• Build
and activities that develop linguistic skills
the MYP approach with clear coverage of global contexts, key and
• Embrace
related concepts and ATL, promoting independent thought and reflection
achievement through regular formative and summative
• Support
assessment tasks

Language
Acquisition

Un mosaico de tradiciones y
celebraciones
1. Marca qué ven en los videos.
la comida
el vestido
la iglesia

la bebida
la limusina
el pastel

Criterio Ai

los amigos y la familia
los bailes
el salón
la decoración
los regalos
el álbum de firmas

Leemos

las flores

Hablamos
Significado
2. Según el video, cada grupo explica
qué es la celebración de las
quinceañeras. Incluye información
sobre:
Criterio Aiii
Criterios C y D

ATL

6.3 Comidas y bebidas típicas
a. Lee el texto y completa las frases.

Mate

Estos dulces
se comen
en España
durante la
Navidad.
Hay muchos
tipos, duros
y blandos. Se
hace con almendras, azúcar, harina y especias. Hoy
en día hay muchas variantes, pero a mucha gente
le gusta el de chocolate.

Es una infusión que se hace con hojas de la yerba
mate. Se bebe, sobre todo, en Argentina, Uruguay
y Paraguay. Tradicionalmente, se bebe caliente
con un sorbete llamado bombilla colocado en un
recipiente que se llama mate también, aunque en
otras regiones tiene otro nombre.

¿Qué te sorprende de esta celebración?

Pan de muerto

¿Hay alguna fiesta parecida en tu cultura?
¿Qué es igual? ¿Qué es diferente?

Es un tipo
de pan
dulce que
se consume
durante la
celebración
del Día de
los Muertos
en México. Hay muchos tipos de pan de muerto,
dependiendo de la región.

Sociales – Habilidades de colaboración

Working in groups is not always easy. Sometimes we have in our groups people
we don't get along very well with. However, we need to learn from each other.
You will be surprised to find out what other members of your group can add
to your group work. Did you get an interesting idea from somebody in your
group? How did you take the decision as to how to answer the questions? Who
was responsible for presenting? Why was that decision taken?

Criterio Bi

Turrón y mantecados

Paella
Plato de origen valenciano (región al este de
España). Su ingrediente principal es el arroz. Se
prepara en una paellera o sartén (paella para los
valencianos) y se puede hacer con carne, verduras,
pescado o marisco. Es un plato común, pero
también se hacen paellas con la familia y amigos
en ocasiones especiales también.

Empanadas
Son típicas
en muchos
países. En
Chile se
consideran
un alimento
emblemático
del país. Las
más populares son las llamadas “de pino” (mezcla
de carne y cebolla) y las de marisco.
1. Es una bebida: ………………….
2. Son dulces: ………………………
3. El ingrediente principal es el arroz: ……………………….

12 2
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MYP Spanish Language Acquisition Student Book 1 & 2

MYP Spanish: Language Acquisition Phases 1 & 2

MYP Spanish: Language Acquisition Phases 3 & 4

Student Book

978 019 839595 9�����������������������������������£34.99

Student Book

978 019 839599 7�����������������������������������£37.99

Online Student Book

978 019 839596 6�����������������������������������£34.99

Online Student Book

978 019 839600 0�����������������������������������£37.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 839597 3�����������������������������������£45.99

Print and Online Pack

978 019 839601 7�����������������������������������£50.99
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IB Primary
Years
Programme

k

Mathematics

PYP

Mathematics

Primary Years Programme

Fully supporting the PYP approach, these inquiry-based resources provide
comprehensive coverage of the PYP Mathematics scope and sequence.

the five strands of mathematics using the PYP methodology of
• Cover
constructing, transferring and applying meaning
knowledge and skills and explore the PYP transdisciplinary themes
• Build
via inquiry-based activities that are rooted in relevant, real-life contexts
all learners are supported with guidance on differentiation,
• Ensure
suggestions for group activities, and pre- and post-assessments for

k 1

Student Books

Student Book

PYP

Student Book

Year 2
PYP

Oxford Mathematics

Oxford Mathematics

Primary Years Programme

Primary Years Programme

Annie Facchinetti

Oxford Mathematics
Primary Years Programme

Annie Facchinetti

Practice and Mastery Book

Annie Facchinetti

978 019 031221 3
£16.99

PYP

Practice and Mastery Book

PYP

Practice and
Mastery Books

Anita Green

978 019 031226 8
£9.99

k 1

Teacher Books

Teacher Book

PYP

A nnie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

978 019 031232 9
£31.99

Annie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

978 019 031233 6
£31.99

3

Practice and Mastery Book

978 019 031234 3
£31.99

Annie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

5

PYP

978 019 031225 1
£16.99

Practice and Mastery Book

Practice and Mastery Book

PYP

PYP

Oxford Mathematics
Primary Years Programme

Oxford Mathematics

3

978 019 031235 0
£31.99

Brian Murray

978 019 031229 9
£9.99

PYP

Primary Years Programme

Annie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

Brian Murray

978 019 031224 4
£16.99

Oxford Mathematics

Annie Facchinetti

Oxford Mathematics

Primary Years Programme

PYP

Primary Years Programme

Primary Years Programme

978 019 031228 2
£9.99

Oxford Mathematics

978 019 031223 7
£16.99

Primary Years Programme

978 019 031227 5
£9.99

Teacher Book

Student Book

Oxford Mathematics

Brian Murray

PYP

Annie Facchinetti

PYP

PYP

Oxford Mathematics

Annie Facchinetti

Practice and Mastery Book

PYP

Primary Years Programme

Student Book

Year 6

Primary Years Programme

Brian Murray

Teacher Book
Teacher Book

Oxford Mathematics

5

PYP

Primary Years Programme

Primary Years Programme

Primary Years Programme

Student Book

Year 5

Oxford Mathematics

Oxford Mathematics

Oxford Mathematics

Primary Years Programme

PYP

978 019 031222 0
£16.99

Primary Years Programme

Oxford Mathematics

3
Student Book

Primary Years Programme

978 019 031220 6
£16.99

1

PYP

Year 4

Oxford Mathematics

Annie Facchinetti

978 019 031219 0
£16.99

Student Book

Year 3

Oxford Mathematics
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Annie Facchinetti

every topic

Year 1

PYP

Oxford Mathematics

Explore inquiry-based resources

Year K

Student Book

Teacher Book

Brian Murray

978 019 031230 5
£9.99

5

PYP

Oxford Mathematics

Teacher Book

PYP

Oxford Mathematics

Primary Years Programme

978 019 031231 2
£9.99

Teacher Book

PYP

Oxford Mathematics
Primary Years Programme

Primary Years Programme

Annie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

978 019 031236 7
£31.99

Annie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

978 019 031237 4
£31.99

Find out more: www.oxfordprimary.com/pyp-mathematics

Annie Facchinetti
Brian Murray

978 019 031238 1
£31.99

Nurture independent, confident learners
Independent practice

Capacity is how much a container can hold.

Circle the unit you would use to measure the capacity of the items.

1
Which of the two
bowls has the
bigger capacity?

This bowl has a
capacity of 4 cups.

a

b

c

d

This bowl has a
capacity of 10 cups.

Guided practice

Write the capacity of each jug in cups.

PYP

1

b

a

a Draw an item with
a bigger capacity.

2

cups

cups

c

b Draw an item with
a smaller capacity.

d

Mathematics

cups

c Circle the unit
you would use
to measure the
capacity of the
items you drew.

cups
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Construct, transfer and apply understanding
UNIT 3: TOPIC 1

Financial plans
Independent practice

Year 5 want to raise money for an end-of-year party. They decide to
buy fruit, cut it up and sell 100 fruit salads at a stall on “Fruit Salad
Friday”. They want to make a profit. This means that they sell the
fruit for more than it costs to buy it.

2

Look at the sign. How much money will Year 5
take at the stall if they sell all 100 fruit salads?

3

b

$75?

c

3

$50?

$25?

d

1 kg of each fruit?

b

2 kg of each fruit?

c

500 g of each fruit?

d

5

$100?

Grapes
$10 kg

5 kg of each fruit?

Bananas
$2 kg

Oranges
$3 kg

What would be the total price before discount
if Year 5 bought 10 kg of each fruit?

b

What would be the discount?

c

What would be the new price of the fruit?

a

Circle any of the following that describe 2.5 kg of grapes compared to 5 kg apples:

b

How much does 2.5 kg of grapes cost?

OXMATH_PYP_SB5_12244_TXT_SI_3pp.indb 60

a half

0.5

0.75

25%

Flora’s Fruit Shop send the fruit, along with an invoice to show how much Year 5 owe.
a

Write the cost for each
type of fruit.

b

Write the total price of
all the fruit.

c

Year 5 can get a 10%
discount. Fill in the
amount of the discount.

d

Write the new
discounted total.

Flora’s Fruits
Description

Quantity

Apples

5 kg

Price per kg
$4.00

Pears

5 kg

$1 .50

Oranges

5 kg

$3.00

Bananas

5 kg

Grapes

2.5 kg

Cost
$20.00

$2.00
$10.00

Total:
10% discount if you pay by tomorrow.
Discount:

4

How much under their $100 budget will Year 5 be after buying the fruit?

5

The students need to buy 100 plastic spoons
and either 100 plastic bowls or 100 plastic
cups. Calculate the price for each option.

Cups $16.50
for 100

.00
Bowls $22
for 100

Working-out space

Spoons $5.

If Year 5 bought 5 kg of each fruit, how much profit would they make?

60

a quarter

Discounted total:
Apples
$4 kg

Pears
$2.50 kg

Flora’s Fruit Shop offers a 10% discount if Year 5 buy 10 kg of each fruit.
a

Year 5 need to spend less on the fruit. They decide to buy only 2.5 kg of grapes.

50%

Year 5 decide to cut up five fruits into the fruit salads.
How much would it cost if they bought:
a

4

2

If the fruit costs $150 to buy, Year 5 will not make any profit.
How much profit will they make if the cost of the fruit is:
a

Year 5 want to make a profit of at least $50, so they don’t want to spend more than
$100. If they buy 5 kg of each fruit, how much over their budget are they?

The less it costs to prepare
the fruit salad, the more
profit they will make.

Guided practice
1

1

for 100
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Science
Engage learners in scientific inquiry

PYP

learners to consider big ideas and ask questions throughout
• Empower
the learning process
engage students with a rich variety of activities and games,
• Actively
including digital resources
learners to reflect upon and extend their learning via
• Encourage
‘think about…’ features and extension activities

Oxford International Primary Science
6 Student books, 6 Workbooks, 6 Digital Resource Packs, 6 Teacher’s Guides and 1 Assessment Pack

Mathematics
Develop problem-solving skills

learners to explore and discuss problems in the context of
• Encourage
big questions
• Clarify mathematical concepts by relating them to examples from everyday life
learners with a range of colorful activities and interactive
• Motivate
digital resources

Oxford International Primary Maths
6 Student books, 6 Workbooks, 6 Digital Resource Packs, 6 Teacher’s Guides and 1 Assessment Pack

Computing
Build vital skills for today’s digital world

students for the demands of the rapidly evolving digital landscape
• Prepare
with a new sharper focus on computational thinking
active learning with project-based work that enables students to
• Encourage
apply their knowledge and skills in real-life situations
lasting progress with in-built three-level differentiation to cater to the
• Make
needs of every student

Oxford International Primary Computing 2nd edition
6 Student Books, 3 Teacher’s Guides with Classroom Presentation Tool
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Find out more: www.oxfordprimary.com/pyp

History
Develop a spirit of inquiry

Oxford

International
Primary
Oxford International Primary History

essential critical thinking skills as students learn to approach, evaluate
• Hone
and present historical sources
a balanced perspective on international and local history, using
• Deliver
suggested topics and thematic studies to prompt reflection
transdisciplinary links between history and geography – promoting an
• Draw
awareness of wider connections and concepts

History

4

4
2

Oxford International Primary for enquiring minds

PYP
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Oxford International Primary History
6 Student Books, 6 Workbooks and 1 Teacher’s Guide

Geography
Nurture a global perspective

• Help learners to relate their local environment to a wider global context
cross-curricular projects through suggestions and guidelines on
• Facilitate
research topics
• Use real-life, international examples to bring key aspects of geography to life
Oxford International Primary Geography
6 Student Books, 6 Workbooks and 1 Teacher’s Guide

English
Promote exploration and reflection

learners to a wide range of ideas and cultures, using
• Introduce
age-appropriate fiction and non-fiction from around the world
reading, writing, speaking and listening skills via varied and
• Develop
colorful activities
confident reflection with plenty of opportunities for discussion
• Encourage
and inquiry

Oxford International English
6 Student Books, 2 Activity Books, 4 Workbooks, 2 Anthologies and 6 Teacher’s Guides

Find out more: www.oxfordprimary.com/pyp
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Mathematics
Take a hands on approach

learners’ confidence when problem-solving by
• Build
showing how and why they arrived at their answers
understanding by applying real-life contexts
• Develop
to activities
monitor learners’ progress using flexible
• Effectively
assessment tools

Mathematics

PYP

Facilitating an active, multi-sensory approach, Numicon
allows learners to explore mathematics using structured
imagery, apparatus and step-by-step activities.

Numicon apparatus in use

Find out more
For more information about Numicon, please visit:
www.oxfordprimary.com/numicon
or contact your regional Educational Consultant:
www.oxfordprimary.com/contact-us
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Find out more: www.oxfordprimary.com/pyp

Visit www.oxfordprimary.com/pyp
to download a guide that explores
how to use Numicon to teach the
PYP Mathematics scope and
sequence

Choose Oxford IB
and discover...
New ideas
Use the explanations and activities in our
resources to engage and support any class.

In-depth knowledge
Trust our expert IB authors to provide the most
accurate and up-to-date syllabus match.

Meaningful inquiry
Develop key interdisciplinary skills with integrated
support for TOK, ATL and concept-based learning.

Stronger results
Consolidate essential exam skills and knowledge
with our assessment-focused resources.

Prices and publication dates are correct at time of publication and are subject to change.
For the most up-to-date information, visit: www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib
Tax may be added to your purchase. The amount will depend on where you are in the
world. To find out more, visit: www.oxfordsecondary.com/tax

Oxford IB resources support:

IB Diploma
Programme

It all
starts

IB Middle Years
Programme
IB Primary Years
Programme

here
Your next steps
Get support from your local educational consultant:
www.oxfordsecondary.com/contact-us
Evaluate online or in print:
www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-ib
Place an order:
Call +44 (0)1536 452620
Email schools.orders.uk@oup.com
Web www.oxfordsecondary.com/ib
@Oxford_IB
@OxfordEducation

K45405

